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Joanne

Welcome to IMG College Training Camp. A podcast for the greatest sales

team in sports. I'm Joanne Greene joined by Dave Almy of ADC Partners.

Dave what do we have on tap for today?
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Dave

Joanne we're going to start with Sam Schauf of IMG Virginia Tech. He's

going to give us an update on some of the success they've been having

with referrals. And Joanne let me tell you as a company we love referrals.

And we're going to follow that with a conversation with Alexandra

Morehouse the chief marketing officer of Banner Health in Arizona. Now

Banner Health is a big sponsor of the University of Arizona and healthcare

is a hugely important category for us as a company. So Alex is going to

provide some key insights on how we can create success in that category.
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Joanne

But first off we have Sam. Sam Schauf senior account executive IMG

Virginia Tech. Tell us a little bit about Giles County Tourism and why they

first approached you and were interested in Virginia Tech.
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Sam Schauf

They believe it or not were actually the first deal that I opened my time

with IMG College So I go back about three years and they reached out to

us it seemed like a logical kind of first meeting for myself and they had a

new director of tourism. She'd been there about a year before our

conversation and I think within that I really got to know the value of being

in a small town surrounded by a university like Virginia Tech you know an

athletic prep program like Virginia Tech athletics. So she had done some

research and kind of knew that we were the people that she needed to

talk to and thought that that would align with her goals and strategy over
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Sam Schauf (continued)

the next couple of years. And we we went out and sat down and kind of

had the discussion on maybe what that would look like and you know size

and scale and assets involved.
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Joanne

Always nice in sales when the client comes to you. !"#)!#)'

Dave

Yeah, Joanne you took the words right out of my mouth and I'm interested

Sam as you had your relationship with Giles County tourism started to

develop. What were the things that went into creating the relationship

with that client.
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Sam Schauf

Yeah. You know I think it's almost twofold. There is you know sort of the

business guidance or maybe the more professional side of it. And this is

the first time they'd acclimated around around Virginia Tech around a

football game day. So you know she relied on us a lot to give her maybe

some of the best practices and you know timing and just make it as

turnkey as possible but also make them look good in the process and

avoid any, maybe any of those kind of first stumbles from a first time

partner. But on the personal side I think you know it was really showing

that I then we and our team was as invested in them as well. Kind of goes

outside of what spilled into our deal and you know going to a business

after hours you know 15 minutes down the road just after work. And you

know even just in our conversations. One of their big promotional periods

is that they run sort of a tough mudder and it is a big deal to them. And

we've used some of our assets that the court that would just listen to

those things just asking about it in the downtime and showing that it's not
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Sam Schauf (continued)

just all about dollars and cents but that we were there for their success as

well.

Dave

It's so important to build that relationship beyond just the ask when you

really want to be able to have those moments where you're just enjoying

each other's company and supporting each other in business and

personal it's a really effective way to build that trust and we know how

important trust is to building these relationships which we want over the

long term.
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Sam Schauf

Yeah I couldn't agree more. Absolutely. You know and that's I think the

cornerstone I guess of you know a successful relationship along the way

is that you're not just coming to them when you have an ask that there is

that rapport built in and the trust built in. It's more than about finding new

revenue.
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Joanne

Referrals are key in sales generally. But how do you know who to ask for a

referral. Why did you decide to ask this particular client for a referral.
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Sam Schauf

I guess I could say after the first year of our partnership had gotten some

really good feedback from her just that she was seeing results that she

saw the value in our partnership but more importantly she responds to a

board of directors and we were able to work into the deal as a small bit of

inventory I think it was probably there to please them. And over that first

year she she got good response from from her superiors well. So I knew

from the jump there that she saw the value in our partnership and in our
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Sam Schauf (continued)

in our platform. But knew that she'd be an advocate for it. !"#)&#$%

Dave

Two things I heard there Sam that you really reinforce that makes so

much sense right. You had a great relationship with the client. You're

doing some of the things outside of the office to support the work that

they're doing in other areas. And secondly they were finding success with

the product and I think that that speaks a lot to how you identify those

clients that are going to be most receptive to asking for referrals right? So

I guess I'm interested in asking also is how did you do it? How did you

structure the ask to this client?
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Sam Schauf

Yeah I think it came after a conversation with my general manager just

about how essentially this is kind of a new found category for us. The

local tourism organizations just aren't traditionally big spenders. The

dollars that we were getting from this deal was just a great success story.

And you know we knew that we had the relationship with the client so we

get coffee, and try to get together maybe once every quarter or 3

months, or something of that nature and the next time around. You know

the we've got onto the topic of kind of a big picture approach and I really

posed the question could there be a collaboration maybe amongst the

local smaller tourism organizations like Giles where maybe they take a

more prominent position in game day and a kind of teased that first and

immediately she had said yes absolutely. Iʼd love to get some feelers out

there of who might be interested. And you know from there I just thought

it's kind of like closing right? You just go you can't get the sale unless you

make the ask. So I knew she wouldnʼt be offended by any means. You
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Sam Schauf (continued)

know and that she understood our business enough, so you know we

have done some great things over the last year, year and a half. Who else

like yourself should we be working with her would there be someone that

you might want introduce me to just to have that conversation and the

response was absolutely. She said once you get back to the office Iʼll

shoot you a note and make the introduction. And from there it was a

pretty easy process in all honesty.
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Joanne

So she turned you on to Polaski County Tourism right? !"#)"#$'

Sam Schauf

Yes. A similar organization like themself. You know I think one thing may

be unique to this category is that they all say similar challenges and

they're all working and aiming towards the same goal. They have that

constant communication in between county lines. So yes you mention it

to that and. And we got in contact with them next week and really the

deal was already sold by the time the first conversation was had.
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Dave

Yeah that's a great example too right. It's pre qualifying a lead. !"#)"#(+

Sam Schauf

Yeah yeah absolutely. I mean it. But that initial conversation with Polaski I

think is really more about finding the budget and finding the assets you

know the police and really a lot of the legwork was done by someone

else. You know it it made that second conversation you know ten times as

easy as just making that cold reach out and starting from scratch.
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Dave

And this is also great too because this is not a category that a lot of our

IMG properties across the country have a substantial amount of business

with so it's almost found money in a certain way.
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Sam Schauf

Yeah absolutely. And you know that was you know our initial conversation

and I think you know there's, I think thereʼs a lot to be told out there for

similar maybe locations like Virginia Tech more rural surrounded by you

know a smaller town really driven by the college. And I think there can be

success across the company by taking that story out.
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Dave

Sam, I'm interested in you have any thoughts on for your colleagues

about if they're hesitant about making those kind of referral asks. Do you

have any suggestions for them about how to go about doing it how to

become more comfortable with that process?
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Sam Schauf

You talk about it, you find the right person you develop the rapport you

develop the personal relationship and you gain that trust. You know from

there it's it's kind of just crafting how you want to ask. You know I knew

that she'd be receptive to it and then I knew that you know it wasn't going

to be something that came out of the blue or something that she was

taken off guard by. Yes it really is just about finding and finding the right

time and just going out there and doing it. You're not going to get there if

you don't ask, right?
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Joanne

That's great. Sam Schauf senior account executive IMG Virginia Tech.

Thanks so much for your time today.
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Sam Schauf

Yeah. Awesome. You guys have a great rest of your day. I appreciate the

time.
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Joanne

Dave I heard him loud and clear. You don't get the deal you don't get the

referral unless you ask for it.
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Dave

Joanne this is the thing like everybody loves making referrals we hear

about it all the time right. You wanna be the person who connects people

everybody loves that. Whether it's people that are dating or whether it's

people doing business together the challenge is, nobody asks. Right. And

we've seen and we've brought up in a lot of the presentations that we do.

It's about 80 percent of people are willing to make referrals 16% of people

actually ask for them. So where's that…
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Joanne

16! !"#)%#$"

Dave

Disconnect coming from? 16% Right. And here's the thing people are a

little nervous about asking people for something else. Right. So and that's

why when we are talking about asking referrals you really focus on the

people you have a great relationship with that you feel comfortable

making that ask if they say hey look I'm not comfortable doing that right

now. Move on to the next one. No worries. It's going to be fine. Trust me

you're gunna be fine. Ask for those referrals. It leads to warm leads and it

results in business as Sam just showed us.
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Joanne

So basically what you're saying is ask people when you're pretty darn

sure they're going to give you a referral.
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Dave

Ok. Yeah we want to make sure we get the best possible opportunities

that we can get.

Next up we've got Alexandra Morehouse chief marketing officer of Banner

Health. Alex welcome to the podcast.
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Alexandra Morehouse

Thank you glad to be here. !"#)*#!(

Dave

So Alex you've worked in a variety of different industries right. You've

been a marketing officer in financial services companies insurance and so

forth. How does marketing healthcare differ from some of the other

categories you've worked in?
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Alexandra Morehouse

Health care is different in that it is a category that a lot of people are

confused about when we go to focus groups. We know that they are

lumping health insurance. So the Cignas and the Humanas and the

Aetnas of the world they're lumping insurance in with the doctoring part

of health care and they actually don't distinguish them in their minds. So

youʼre starting from a deficit. You don't have to tell people what a bank is

or what a car insurance is. So we do have a challenge in that category is

confusing a lot of people don't like it because they don't like thinking

about being sick and they don't actually understand who we are. So that

is different it is different from other places that Iʼve worked in and other
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Alexandra Morehouse (continued)

industries Iʼve worked with.

Joanne

So you really have to educate people first? !"#&!#!"

Alexandra Morehouse

We do have to educate people and that's a big part of the storytelling that

we have to do because facts and figures typically arenʼt very compelling.

So we try and do a lot of storytelling.
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Joanne

Sure. Alexandra you've got a lot of different ways to reach the audiences

that are important to Banner Health. So what makes college sports a

good investment.
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Alexandra Morehouse

I think of college sports as being a tool in my tool kit that is quite different

and it's unique in what it offers. One of the things that are very important

in that you can tell a story with real life examples so you can actually tell

patients stories in the context of game time. You can either bring patients

or put patients stories on the Jumbotron or have patients there. And it's

very inspiring and very real and if you start from a place where people are

confused about what it is you do there's nothing like a story or real

patients stories or real doctor stories or residents if you have them that

make it very real. And the others implied storytelling that you can do

that's unique to college sports is actually having the athletes getting their

care from our doctors. So it makes it real without having to explain and

use words it makes it real in a very tangible sort of way because if you're

playing college sports it's just a matter of time before something you're

going to get some bumper bruise is going to need medical attention. And
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Alexandra Morehouse (continued)

if for the providers of it. It's a win win for both sides not to the person

who's been injured but it's a win for the university because they're

showing up these great athletes it's a win for Banner health in our case

because we're providing the doctors that are actually keeping the teams

competitive and going. So that's something that is unique about the

college sponsorship venue but more importantly for many college towns

those teams are really if not the only game in town. It's the most

important game in town and there's an emotional connection that you

can't get any place else. You're not going to get it on TV or radio or print

or digital no matter how compelling your creative is having that hometown

emotional connection with these brilliant young athletes is something that

is so emotionally compelling that it is substantially different than any

other opportunity we have to promote ourselves.
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Dave

Alex So much of what you're talking about right now goes back to a

buzzword that we hear all the time right now when it comes to not just

college sports but also sponsorship in general is that idea of authenticity.

And I loved hearing some of the examples you just used about how

Banner Health can partner in communities through their university ties in

with the athletes and the patients to reach audiences that are really

important because it allows for these really authentic relationships.
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Alexandra Morehouse

That is correct and that very direct personal authentic relationship not

manufactured. Not an ad that you're seeing in glossy high production on

TV. Those are very received emotionally very differently. That authenticity

has to be genuine and it has to be felt.
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Joanne

And I'm thinking that perspective patients aren't the only audience for

your sponsorships are they? Isn't part of this an effort to attract and

retain really good talent in terms of the workforce?
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Alexandra Morehouse

Oh my goodness. Absolutely. So there is a desperate shortage nationwide

but particularly in our geographic area of doctors of nurses of P.A.̓s of

nurse practitioners there is a war for talent going on right now that is very

fierce. Healthcare unemployment now is at 1 percent which is basically

full employment and we are always very actively recruiting. And besides

prospective patients we always want to have doctors and nurses and

clinicians thinking Wow that would be a great place to work. And

emotionally I can connect to what it is delivering what their mission is.
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Dave

That leads a little bit into the next question right. You ran an advertising

campaign that featured a University of Arizona intellectual property in it.

Can you talk a bit about the campaign and the benefits of using IP in it?
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Alexandra Morehouse

In Tucson, the UoA college sports are the only game in town or for the

people who live there. It's the only game in town. Of course they care

about national teams. But for them they're passionate passionate

emotional connection is to the UofA If you're in town during a game

everything is shut down. The roads are empty the stores are empty. That

is the heart and soul of Tucson. Recognizing that we used in particular

the mascot, their Wildcat mascot and they're bear down theme so bear

down as it has a history with them. They had a very beloved coach in the

20s or 30s who made that phrase famous and so by using the UofA
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Alexandra Morehouse (continued)

intellectual property and the mascot and player images we were able to

capture the emotional connections that the entire community has with the

team there and it was very powerful for us it's very very well received

particularly with our employees which is to the prior question as

important as patients and prospective patients.

Dave

So we talked a lot about authenticity is important and engagement is

important in leveraging and harnessing the passion is important but these

programs were put in together. They require a certain level of

measurement that goes along with them too. Can you talk a little bit

about how Banner evaluates success not just necessarily in sponsorships

but maybe a little bit even in their larger marketing initiatives so we can

get a sense of that.
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Alexandra Morehouse

So metrics are very important because that's what gives me the leverage

to go back to my finance people and get them to pay again each budget

cycle for these sponsorships. So there's softer metrics and harder

metrics. So the harder metrics are related to how much business we're

driving into our clinics and hospitals in the Tucson area in specific. we are

fortunate in Tucson in that we actually have more business than we can

handle. It is at a point now where people have to wait to get

appointments. So I'm not actually trying to drive volume in that market

and that will be the harder metric that I speaking of the softer metrics is

how is Banner Health perceived by the community and are people even

aware of it. So were new entrants we only came into that market three

years ago. Awareness was low and positive perception was low which is a
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Alexandra Morehouse (continued)

polite way of saying negative perception was high and we actually just

finished the round of focus groups which will roll forward into quantitative

measurements. But we are seeing demonstrated uptick in awareness and

in positive sentiment and in believing that Banner Health is a positive

contributor to the community. So those are the things that we measure

very typical brand awareness and perception metrics.
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Joanne

Hospitals are a really important category of business for IMG. Do you

have any advice for sales teams trying to create strong Hospital and

Healthcare partnerships?
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Alexandra Morehouse

That is an interesting question. I think my advice for the sales teams

would be to ask closed questions and listen carefully to what their

specific problems are because going back to the earlier question you just

asked there are some hospitals that are just dying for volume meaning

they need patients to come into their hospital. That's a very different set

of needs. And you would offer a very different set of entitlements and

benefits to somebody that was actually looking to for a new hospital and

they were trying to get new patients and for the first time. another set of

circumstances could be how do we actually appeal to the physicians. And

very specifically your sales teams should first and foremost be focusing

on orthopedists because orthopedists and sports medicine have such a

close tie to begin with. They're going to be the ones who will get your

value the best and will advocate for you. So find out who in that hospital

or who in that system is the head of their orthopedic practice because

that is your best customer and they won't know that you're talking to
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Alexandra Morehouse (continued)

the… hospitals are very siloed. And they won't know that you're there if

you're pitching to their CEO or their chief administrative officer or even

the CEO they probably won't know your head of orthopedists probably

won't know that you're there and they will have a very different take in a

very different value proposition. And thirdly what are you selling to or are

you selling to “We have to fill beds” or you selling to an orthopedic

practice we actually want to use this as a recruitment device or an

engagement device or are you selling to community awareness and you

want that emotional attachment. It will probably be a combination of all

three of those. But make sure you're taking all three boxes and getting

really clear on what first second and third priority. So that in turn you can

tailor your sales pitch and your entitlements to those key issues.
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Dave

That is terrific advice. Alexandra Morehouse chief marketing officer of

Banner Health thanks so much for your time.
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Alexandra Morehouse

You are more than welcome. Happy to help. !"#&*#("

Joanne

Alexandraʼs comments about authenticity really rang true to me telling

stories of patients, employees of the hospital, that really get the message

across that these people are part of the same community.
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Dave

The word community came up again and again and again and I think it

speaks well something else Alex said which was a unique place the

hospitals hold in the communities they serve. It's right up there with the

place that universities have. So there's an interesting synergy between
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Dave (continued)

the two of them. Joanne, I also heard loud and clear how important it is to

understand the objectives of the different hospital partners that our sales

teams are reaching out to. Right. Alex talked long about the you know

they don't need to drive patients because they're almost at max right now

and so people are starting to have to wait. So it's more about image and

branding inside the community to make sure that people understand. Like

you said that they're part of that community too.
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Joanne

But for other hospitals the issue is a need for more patients a need for

more doctors. Well that's probably pretty universal.
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Dave

I would think so. So you know again it goes back to the idea of on the

front end when we're pursuing partners of this size it's really important to

dig deep into what it is they're trying to accomplish and understand their

objectives.
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Joanne

Dave we've been sharing some great stories in the IMG College Training

Camp podcast and I'm guessing that we have listeners who also have

some great stories that would be worth sharing.
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Dave

So many great stories. Joanne we hear about them all the time when

we're talking to people across the country and what they're doing and it

and honestly the best way to probably share those is simply send me an

e-mail and tell me what you'd like to hear what you like to hear featured

on the podcast and that e-mail is DAlmy@ADCpartners.com. That's

d-a-l-m-y@A-D-C-partners.com and I look forward to hearing from
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Dave (continued)

everybody about what they'd like to hear.

Joanne

He's D Almy better known as Dave and I'm Joanne Greene thanks so

much for joining us for the podcast.
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